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ABSTRACT
eHome Systems consist of integrated and autonomous subsystems,
which are installed on house owner’s as well as on industry’s side.
Interaction is not limited to simple 1-to-1 relationships, they can
cover arbitrary numbers of participants. When this is the case, it is
expected that various middleware platforms come into play. In this
paper a middleware calledDistributed Services Framework (DSF)
is proposed, which overcomes the limitations set up by J2EE, .NET,
and similar ones. The proposed middleware is light-weight and
flexible by incorporating existing middleware technologies instead
of replacing them and provides an abstract and homogeneous view.
The architecture of our approach is described and implications are
analyzed. Furthermore, the proposed technology can be used for
further development of Web Services technology.
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D.2.11 [Software Engineering]: Software Architectures; D.2.12
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1. INTRODUCTION
As technology emerges to everyday life, it is brought to households,
too. There is a variety of areas, in which the usage of technology
(i.e., smart devices and computers) makes sense. These areas are
shown in figure 1. Services of the first area (1) target the comfort
of inhabitants, e.g., remote access and automatic control of appli-
ances. Services in the security area (2) can be surveillance of the
house or alarming the house owner if something unexpected hap-
pens. Communication services (3) comprise enhanced electronic
mail and instant messaging. Services in the health care area (4)
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Figure 1: Areas of Services

targets for example instructions in the case of illness or diets. Info-
tainment (5) stands for video on demand and similar. Consumption
(6) targets the monitoring and optimization of energy consumption.
Services in all these areas can be autonomous, i.e. the execution of
them only depends on the computer system in the house. A natu-
ral extension would be the usage of remote systems providing in-
formation database and services. Services of this nature are also
known asvalue-added services. Bringing an enhanced lifestyle to
consumers and, in turn, bring new revenues to companies seems to
open a new powerful market [35].

In this paper we will take a look at systems combining automated
homes, calledeHomes, with enterprises and virtual enterprises. We
call these systemseHome Systems. We will not focus on the in-
sight of eHome Services, but on middleware technologies and the
problems associated with heterogeneous systems. Talking about
services, we mean any piece of software, which is executed in a
network environment, making the usage and administration of ubiq-
uitous appliances easier.

The scenario discussed in this paper is illustrated in figure 2. The
connected home (1) at the bottom of the drawing is equipped with
a so calledresidential gateway (2), a hardware device, which pro-
vides access to connection infrastructure and acts as runtime envi-
ronment for theservice gateway. The service gateway manages and
runs eHome services. These services realizeeHome Services (3),
which are then visible to the house owner. Examples of this kind
are an automated air conditioning system, or an automated energy
control and optimization system. The household is equipped with
several devices. These are connected with arbitrary network proto-


